Th e history of brushtail possums in New Zealand is bleak. Th e colonists who forcibly transported possums from their native Australia to New Zealand in the nineteenth century valued them as economic assets, quickly establishing a profi table fur industry. Over the past 80 or so years, however, New Zealand has increasingly scapegoated possums for the unanticipated negative impact their presence has had on the native environment and wildlife. Now this marsupial-blamed and despised-suff ers the most miserable of reputations and is extensively targeted as the nation's number one pest. Th is paper examines anti-possum rhetoric in New Zealand, identifying the operation of several distinct-yet related-discourses negatively situating the possum as (a) an unwanted foreign invader and a threat to what makes New Zealand unique; (b) the subject of revenge and punishment (ergo the deserving recipient of exploitation and commodifi cation); and (c) recognizably "cute, but . . ." merely a pest and therefore unworthy of compassion. Th is paper argues that the demonization of possums in New Zealand is overdetermined, extreme, and unhelpfully entangled in notions of patriotism and nationalism.
Introduction
To live in New Zealand is to experience a sustained and vigorous campaign against the brushtail possum; it is unpatriotic to question, let alone resist, the demonization of possums in this country. Th ere is a saying in New Zealand: "Th e only good possum is a dead possum." Brushtail possums were fi rst successfully introduced from Australia to New Zealand in 1858 during acclimatization projects underway to install in New Zealand those non-native, nonhuman animals the pioneer settlers were accustomed to in their homelands (Isern, 2002) . Although some possums were imported to New Zealand as "cuddly, if thorny, pets" (Druett, 1983, p. 188) , the main reason for their introduction was to establish a profi table possum fur industry in this new colony (Warburton, Tocher, & Allan, 2000) . Th erefore, the value of the possum was constructed from the start within discourses of exploitation and commodifi cation. Th is venture was whole-heartedly supported by successive early Governments of New Zealand, with hundreds of separate intentional releases of possums being made by government agencies and acclimatization societies between 1895 and the early 1920s. Th e Auckland Acclimatization Society even argued during this time, ". . . we shall be doing a great service to the country in stocking these large areas with this valuable and harmless animal" (1917 ( , cited in Druett, 1983 .
Released possums fl ourished in both the native and exotic forests of New Zealand , , feeding on young leaves and shoots of trees; because there are no natural predators of possums in New Zealand (as in Australia), the conditions in the new country suited them exceptionally well (Clout & Ericksen, 2000) . 1 Although many of New Zealand's early farmers and orchardists were opposed to the release of possums, trappers; furriers; and some scientists were in favor of continued liberations. In 1922, following intense debate and concerted pressure on the government from farmers, the Department of Internal Aff airs declined further requests to release possums, although historian Druett (1983) maintains that illegal releases occurred into the 1940s. Now there are thought to be around 70 million possums in New Zealand (approximately 18 possums per human), and it is estimated only 10% of the mainland is possum free (NZ Department of Conservation, 2000) .
Since the 1960s, anti-possum rhetoric has intensifi ed in New Zealand, 1. partly in response to the environmentalist movement and greater awareness and concern for native wildlife and habitats; and 2. partly because of the threat possums potentially pose to the country's economy (Potts & White, forthcoming) .
It is commonly held that these largely herbivorous marsupials have had a profound impact on forests and native wildlife; 2 preferring to feed off indigenous trees, snails, and insects and competing for fruits and fl owers with native birds such as tui, kaka, and korimako. Fear is also held that possums could devastate New Zealand's primary export earners-the beef and dairy industries-due to their capacity to carry and spread bovine tuberculosis (NZ Department of Conservation, 2000) . Th ese concerns have prompted extensive possum-control campaigns led by governmental agencies and employing hunting, trapping, poisoning, and other methods of biological control.
Such concerns also undoubtedly ensnare the possum in discourses of New Zealand nationalism. In Anderson's (1991) concept of nation, clear boundaries are required to demarcate the foreign (those who intrude) from the domestic (those who belong). In the shared imaginary community (Anderson, 1991) comprising "the kiwi nation," 4 the possum clearly represents an unwanted "outsider." Possum eradication therefore becomes a patriotic act that helps to preserve (an imagined) New Zealand fi gured in ecological and economic terms. 5 Contemporary portrayals of possums across a variety of domains predominantly represent the possum as a pest: a successful invader who has largely conquered New Zealand's forests and a threat to New Zealand's substantial farming sector. In the "foreign threat narrative," the possum spreads, infects, invades, attacks, and kills. A related discourse condemns the possum for having seemingly deliberately caused such devastation; the rhetoric associated with this perspective favors revenge and punishment. A "revenge narrative" is often employed in the promotion and marketing of possum ecoproducts in New Zealand. A perhaps more benign-sounding discourse, but one that has important implications, represents the possum as recognizably "cute, but . . . lethal." Th is rhetoric is employed when trying to combat sentimentalism that may arise from the obvious aesthetic appeal of the possum.
Th ese various negative constructions of the brushtail possum circulating within New Zealand culture are explored in turn below. In addition, I will show that, although intensely negative depictions of possums predominate in New Zealand, their stronghold is being challenged, particularly in popular cultural forums, through the work of artists and writers. For example, taxidermist Angela Singer uses the carcasses of possums in her activist art against the use of 1080 poison in possum control. Toward the end of this paper, I introduce one of Singer's works as an example of an alternative possum-advocacy discourse emerging in New Zealand.
My argument here does not rely on the denial of claims that possum activity causes problems in New Zealand; rather, the purpose of this article is to examine how possums are represented irrationally-and in the extremeas inherently malevolent and deliberately malicious against their enforced new homeland. I will critically examine the ways in which prevailing denigrating discourses rely on the denial of sentience toward the possum and also involve the suppression of empathy or compassion toward an animal constructed as the country's number-one pest and enemy. Such discourses also mobilize nationalist sentiments in the service of inhumane possum control programs and illustrate how conservation programs can unwittingly and counter-intuitively violate the rights of particular species.
Public Enemy No. 1: Possums as Invaders

Th e Foreign Th reat Narrative
One of the key ways in which possums are represented in New Zealand is associated with notions of invasion and military tropes related to defense and attack. Th e former Minister for the Environment, Simon Upton, states in his foreword to Montague (2000) , a landmark volume covering biological and social science perspectives on possums in New Zealand: "Know thy enemy," Sun Tzu's timeless injunction in the Art of War applies as well to New Zealanders facing the brushtail possum as it did to Chinese against invading hordes in the sixth century BC. Th e possum has been a spectacularly cunning and successful enemy. (p. ix) In this quite emotive way, Upton (Montague, 2000) declares war on the possum. He employs terminologies such as "cunning" and "invading" to imply possums are deceptive and dangerous: the possum is our "enemy." He compares the activities of the possum to those of human aggressors intending to kill each other as part of a colonization process. However, the possum is not an inherently treacherous creature, nor is this animal deliberately deceitful. Th e strategic use of military metaphors facilitates a sense of threat and a desire to defend against attack; in this case, against attack of those forests and native birds-and farm culture-that symbolize New Zealandness.
Th e conservation domain consistently employs a metaphor of invasion to foreground the impact of possums on native wildlife and plants. For example, in an on-line interview, Herb Christophers, Department of Conservation spokesperson, defends the use of the controversial poison 1080 (sodium monofl uoroacetate) as a vital weapon against possums, stating: Such militarist terminology is also employed to convey the risk possums pose to beef and dairy farming in New Zealand; here, the possum is positioned as an aggressive trespasser contaminating the very backbone of the New Zealand economy. As such, kiwis are obliged to show them no mercy or empathy but rather to demonstrate ruthless determination in their eff orts to exterminate them.
Excerpts from a Documentary
Take, for instance, the following narrative provided by kiwi bushman Latimer (2000) in an episode of a highly popular local documentary series that focused on possums and screened on TVNZ in January 2001. Latimer is deer-hunting with a friend, Rodger, through the Ruahine forests in the North Island of New Zealand:
Trouble is [this forest] is also home to hundreds of thousands of possums who like to gather in one tree at a time and nibble it to death. I mean, look at this-a once mighty totara tree reduced to a dead skeleton by POSSUMS! You'd think possums would have more sense than to chew out their own food source, wouldn't you? But then possums have really small brains. And they're Australian, aren't they? [Latimer laughs] At Rodger's hut in the forest, there are several fresh possum carcasses strung up on a fence. Removing one and showing the viewer, Latimer says:
You can probably tell by this little exhibition that the folks around here aren't too fussed about possums either. Th ey may look like cute little teddy bears, but they're not! Th ey're pests! Th ey've got teeth as sharp as razors and these claws can give you a nasty scratch. And they carry tuberculosis that can get into our cattle herds.
Th e scene then shifts to night-time on the edge of the forest as Latimer and his friend head off to fi nd and shoot possums. Latimer declares:
Th ere are 70 million possums in New Zealand, each of them eating a rubbish sack FULL of our rarest native plants every night. And we've found one up here especially for you, Rodg.
With the aid of the spotlight, Rodger grins, points his gun, and shoots a possum who falls from the tree. We next hear the sound of scores of gun shots echoing through the forest.
Th e next day, the pair set off deer-hunting and come across a possum-control offi cer from the Department of Conservation setting poison baits. Despite the offi cer commenting that possum numbers are low in that part of the Ruahine ranges, Latimer proceeds to tell the viewer:
Hard to believe there are so many possums in the bush. Th ere are millions in fact. Especially in the daytime-they're hiding in the dens. But if you know where to fi nd them, they're there alright. We're just going to take a wee look over here.
Reminiscent of a scene from a cooking show in which the chef declares, "and now to one I prepared earlier," Latimer walks a short distance to a part of the bush where a possum is conveniently found sniffi ng the leaves on the ground in the daylight-despite the fact that possums are nocturnal. Grabbing the possum, who screams as he tries to escape, Latimer says: "You can tell by their attitude that not all possums play dead when cornered. Th ey'll have a crack at you if they can", the possum is shown quietening down as he attempts to get a footing on the branches of a shrub; he then looks directly at Latimer who states: "I think I'll call this one Stu."
Th e scene shifts back to the hut in the bush where we are shown Latimer cooking over an open fi re; he tries some of the food from his pot: "Hmmm and not a bad stew it is either."
Th ese excerpts reveal several anti-possum discourses operating in the narrative of the Latimer (2000) documentary. At the start of this episode, the viewer hears pensive instrumental music while being shown panoramic shots of the Ruahine ranges. Th is is accompanied by Latimer's lament about the interference of nature by possums here. Very early on, possums are constructed as unwanted dim-witted foreigners: they are described as having small brains-"they're Australian, aren't they?" Latimer invokes New Zealand's ambivalent love-hate relationship with her trans-Tasman neighbor in a supposedly humorous way; nevertheless, the documentary has the eff ect of positioning possums as unintelligent outsiders.
Latimer also deploys fi gures to persuade the viewer to realize the seriousness of the possum problem in New Zealand: "Th ere are 70 million possums in New Zealand, each of them eating a rubbish sack FULL of our rarest native plants every night." Again, possums are depicted as "devouring machines," devoid, it seems, of any "common sense" in their ravenous determination to decimate the New Zealand native trees and forests. Th ey are driven by something that does not even merit being called instinctual wisdom (or animal intelligence) as they seemingly steer toward their own eventual demise by ravaging the very resource that off ers them sustenance.
Latimer (2000) also employs the "cute, but. . . ." rhetoric, admitting that possums "may look like cute little teddy bears but they're not"! Other cat-sized furry animals with large brown eyes and fl uff y tails might qualify as cute, but sentimentality and compassion are to be avoided at all costs when it comes to possums. In addition, just to demonstrate the correct attitude to have toward these marsupials, Latimer callously snatches one from his den, kills him (we hear what sound like a series of thuds), and turns him into a soupy substance: "I think I'll call this one Stu." Th e viewer is left in no uncertain terms of the attitude that must prevail toward possums in New Zealand: No mercy-possums may look delightful, but they are to be treated as if they are treacherous and savage ("they've got teeth as sharp as razors and these claws can give you a nasty scratch"); unpredictable ("they'll have a crack at you if they can"); and disease-mongering villains.
Th ey are, after all, pests-and Australian pests at that. Th e live possum who becomes stew/Stu can be seen as a visceral example of the revenge and punishment discourse: "Th e only good possum is a dead one".
Demonizing Possums: Seeking Retribution, Ordering Punishment
Th e Revenge Narrative
As conveyed in Latimer (2000) , a peculiar reasoning occurs in relation to possums in New Zealand. Alongside the disparagement of possum brain-size, intelligence, and reasoning, a contradictory discourse positions possums as knowingly-even duplicitously-wreaking havoc on forests, native wildlife, and domesticated animals on the farm. It is as if the possum is inherently and deliberately evil, hell-bent on damaging the land and destroying its indigenous animals. Th is rhetoric lives alongside a desire to punish possums-to seek revenge for their presence here and its impact. Th is relationship is explicit in the slogan of Th e Naked Possum Café and Tannery located in Golden Bay, which declares it is in the business of "undressing the possum to redress our forests." "Our mission is to support the control of the possum (a destructive pest in NZ) in order to ensure that the magnifi cent native rata trees in our local forests are preserved" (www.naked.possum.com). In order to achieve their mission, Th e Naked Possum! encourages customers to "purchase a potted rata tree wrapped in a possum leather planter and smile at our 'rata's revenge'" (www.nakedpossum.com).
No Sanctuary for Possums
Retribution against the possum is so accepted in New Zealand that it is also even showcased in popular public sites and tourist attractions. Th e Karori Wildlife Sanctuary in Wellington city is upheld as the epitome of conservation in action, "recognized worldwide as a benchmark in urban ecological restoration" (Karori Sanctuary, 2007) . Th e sanctuary consists of regenerating native bush protected by an 8.6 km predator-deterring fence. Th e area inside the fence is populated by native birds, fi sh, insects, and reptiles. What is striking about this sanctuary, however, is perhaps not so much the sounds of native bellbirds, tui and kaka-which the local or international visitor anticipates hearing and hopes to observe in this natural habitat-but the quite unexpected and palpable focus on unwanted introduced mammals such as the possum.
As visitors enter the actual sanctuary from the admission house, they are almost immediately greeted by the stench of decomposing animals. Th is smell is accompanied by a series of signs and contraptions explaining the pest problem in New Zealand, particularly as this relates to possums, and outlining in detail various pest control methods. Before choosing which path to take for a peaceful walk in the bush, the visitor is subjected to a literal wall of information about diff erent pests and ways of killing them (Figure 1) . Th e odor of a freshly killed mammal, caught in one of the demonstration traps, follows the visitor for several meters along the path.
Th e smell and sight of death are not only apparent at the entrance of Karori; possum bait stations have been set every 5 to 10 meters along the pathways within the sanctuary. Th ese are highly visible; although warning notices are given as to the purpose and potential danger to humans of these traps, one cannot help glimpsing now and again to see if a mammal has been caught. For international guests, this must seem like a strange phenomenon. It is one thing to, over many years, enculturate a local into the benefi ts of Timms traps or poison baits for possums; it is quite another to convince a traveler who has two or three weeks to experience New Zealand and form an impression of this country. Th e national retaliation against possums is fl agrant in Karori; their punishment is highly visible-and highly olfactory. 
Th e Possum as Resource: Furriers Are National Heroes
Another key representation of possums in New Zealand, associated with these anti-possum narratives, relates to their use as a resource. Th is may sound somewhat paradoxical, given the overwhelming opposition to possums and the very kiwi resolve to annihilate these creatures. However, the two positions are compatible: it is considered constructive (part of the kiwi can-do mentality) as well as patriotic to exploit killed possums for economic purposes. Possum carcasses harvested through hunting, trapping, or poisoning may be transformed into clothing, accessories, home apparel, and food-at present, mainly food for companion animals, although some possum meat has been sent to Asian markets for human consumption (Amey, 2008) . Clothing and accessories derived from possum fur or other aspects of the possum are hot fashion in New Zealand at present, particularly sought after by the ecologically concerned middle class. Because of the status of possums as pests, possum fur can be marketed as a solution to the problem; those who choose to purchase and wear it are depicted as environmentally friendly and loyal to their country. Take, for example, a campaign this year advertising the up-market national fashion label Untouched World TM , described in the company's marketing brochures as "the defi nitive modern luxury casual brand for the active and conscious globe-trotter" (Untouched World TM , 2006, p. 1) . Th e mission statement for this business reads: "Untouched World TM fi nds its whole philosophy summarized in a symbol representing a Maori Kite, the emblem of an ideal relationship between man and nature" (p. 89).
Despite its claims, the actual relationship Untouched World TM cultivates between humans and nature is based on the human exploitation of nature. Couched in terms such as "serenity" and "unique" and "natural" and assisted by imagery of spectacular New Zealand beaches or alpine scenery, Untouched World's (2006) promotional material insists that the company is organic, ecological, and GE-free. Th is blatant appeal to environmentally conscious kiwis is coupled with the recycling of possum fur to produce a "luxuriously soft and durable" knitwear collection unique to Untouched World TM known as Merinomink.
Th e reference to mink fl ies in the face of anti-fur sentiments: it eff ectively weds the notion of sustainability to glamor. Merino signifi es wool, a renewable resource (insofar as sheep are generally not killed for their wool) and a pastoral resource (often featured in tourism advertisements for New Zealand). Minks are typically associated with wealth and glamor (along with human dominance and brutality over nature). Joined together, the words Merinomink sanitize the violence of fur production while combining notions of a nostalgic, pastoral version of pre-industrial life (associated with sheep's wool) with an allusion to high fashion (implied by mink). 6 Th ere is an assumption that those who might usually have reservations about fur will accept its use when obtained from the nation's number-one pest. Indeed, it is patriotic to support the possum fur industry; and businesses such as Untouched World TM can exploit this anti-possum nationalism through the use of an obvious fur terminology.
Th e original problem with possums started in New Zealand because of a desire to import these animals to exploit the properties of their fur. Now, nearly 200 years later, possum fur is again in demand-but for a diff erent reason. We see a twist in the tale, as this contemporary desire for possum fur is now associated with retribution against the possums for being such successful colonizers of their new environment in Aotearoa.
What else is diff erent about the modern promotion of possum fur and the mission statements of these post-1990s furriers and fashion designers is their proclaimed commitment to helping New Zealand to return to (or in fact become) what is uniquely New Zealand. Th ey take revenge against possums by encouraging consumers to appreciate the aesthetics of possum fur as beautiful, luxurious, soft, warm, and ecologically friendly. Marks (2006) quotes Auckland designer Teresa Angliss (engaged at the time in making a bedspread from 66 possum skins) who explains her allegiance to the possum fur industry in New Zealand:
I call it eco-fur. . . . I wouldn't work with anything endangered, it would be against my conscience. But this is a national pest, so it's really appealing. I'm exploiting a commercial demand to help contain an environmental disaster, Th e same article informs the reader that anywhere else in the world, . . . designers who work with fur earn the wrath of animal rights activists. But in New Zealand, they are considered national heroes. Indeed, environmentalists and wildlife campaigners. (Marks, 2006) Th is sentiment is echoed elsewhere as encouragement (and reassurance) for those consuming possum fur. Marks (2006) While possum fur and its off shoots (such as Merinomink fi bre) are fashionable again in New Zealand, possum carcasses are also being exploited in less conventional commercial enterprises (Figure 2 ). For sale on the web are . . . authentic Captain Cook maps of New Zealand printed on possum skin pelt; by buying one of these maps you will be helping save New Zealand's native fl ora and fauna from this introduced pest. (Th e Tin Shed, 2003) Th e potential buyer is advised that the skin is marked with the map of New Zealand as it was seen and recorded at the time Captain Cook sailed here in the years 1769 and 1770 and "complete with errors that were assumed by the great navigator." Th e blurb continues: "It is printed on to a genuine possum skin pelt giving it a real old world look" (Th e Tin Shed, 2002) . Th is is ironic to say the least, considering possums were not present in New Zealand at the time of Cook's sightings of this land; his association with the European discovery of this country heralds their introduction by European settlers several decades later. Th is somewhat nostalgic rendition of old-world New Zealand is therefore (literally) based on the myth of the existence of mammals (and in particular, marsupial pests) in a precolonial Aotearoa. Possums became a problem here only as a result of this country's colonization by Cook's successors.
Th e Possum in the Laboratory
Fashion designers and other entrepreneurial industries specializing in possum products argue they are cultivating eco-friendly businesses, recycling dispatched pests. But is the only good possum in New Zealand necessarily a dead possum? Seemingly not. Live possums are also used as resources, the most obvious cases being those kept around the country in laboratories for nonhuman animals for the purposes of testing traps, poisons and other methods of possum control (Morris, 2003) . A less obvious use of the possum as animal in the laboratory (lab animal) has recently been promoted in a nationally released advertisement highlighting the innovative research occurring at the University of Otago in Dunedin. Accompanying the picture of a bright-eyed young possum enjoying a piece of bread, an inscription reads, Move over Rover: Man's new friend might just be-the possum. It's true that these unwanted invaders are eating our forests and our native wildlife, and we can't seem to get rid of them. But their resilience could help to improve the quality of life for older men. (University of Otago, 2006, p. 204) Th e research involves testing what stimulates and inhibits growth in possum prostates. Possums are proclaimed to be "the perfect animal model" for research on prostatic hyperplasia because their prostate glands are very similar to men's (Universtiy of Otago, 2006, p. 204). In New Zealand, therefore, a cute animal can be unproblematically positioned as the blatant object (and, indeed, visual representative) of vivisection.
Looks Can Be Deceiving . . .: Th e "Cute, but . . ." Narrative An interesting phenomenon exists in New Zealand, which has been left until now to discuss because it incorporates a number of the discursive constructions of possums previously mentioned in this article: An animal, typically deemed to be attractive (cute) and engaging is also persecuted and demonized-the target of a "national military campaign" (Glasgow, 1990) . Consider the following quotes selected from a range of domains:
Possums are nice animals, don't get me wrong. Th ey're kind of cute. But they are a conservation pest. Th ey scoff everything, and they're not wanted here. ( Th e " 'cute, but . . ." discourse is rampant across conservationist news media and popular cultural domains in New Zealand. As a rhetorical device, it works in the service of the foreign threat and revenge narratives (mentioned above) and mitigates against any suggestion of compassion or empathy for possums, thereby also impacting on professional and public demand for more humane possum control practices. Evolutionary psychologists and biological anthropologists argue that an emotional reaction (labeled the cute response) exists universally across humans (Lorenz, 1950) . Th e cute response relates to the experience of wanting to have contact with, hold, cuddle, or protect a being whose appearance is considered endearing, sweet, or delightful. It is believed the cute response is benefi cial in evolutionary terms as it induces certain social behaviors advantageous to parenting ( Figure 3 ). Certain nonhuman animals also invoke the cute response, particularly those whose features conform to a human version of cuteness: namely, round faces, relatively large eyes, short noses, short thick limbs, and clumsy movements (Lorenz, 1950) . Th is rationale has been used to explain the attachment humans feel toward puppies and kittens (Serpell, 1996) . Moreover, cuteness is thought to be associated with innocence (Genosko, 2005) , whereas facial features on animals such as long, pointy noses tend to result in the animal being deemed dangerous or unlikeable (for example, rats).
Th e possum complies with the standard features of cuteness ( Figure 3 ). Th eoretically, this should result in people fi nding possums attractive and likeable; and indeed, in an Australian study, around 70% of participants claimed possums were endearing (Hill, Carbery, & Deane, 2007) . However, New Zealanders confound this assumption. Anthropologist Milton (2001) has studied the contrast in attitudes toward possums between New Zealanders and Australians. She agrees that experiences of, and opinions about, possums are not merely being infl uenced by level of attractiveness or cuteness; they are also mediated by cultural meanings attached to possums. Milton's own analysis shows that Australian images and narratives of possums are largely positive, while New Zealand depictions and responses are overwhelmingly negative: "While Australian websites and public information leafl ets educate people on how to live with possums, the equivalent media in New Zealand are about eff orts to get rid of them" (Milton, 2007, p. 7) . Milton argues that . . . like many other species, possums are valued as long as they stay where they belong, in the Australian bus. When they become 'matter out of place' [by] invading spaces where they do not belong, and especially when they do so destructively, they can be despised. (p. 11) Th e public dislike of possums, which is so important to the agendas of conservation and agriculture domains in New Zealand, does not come naturally. Children must be indoctrinated from an early age; the message must repeatedly and frequently bombard public forums. Th is article has already demonstrated some of the ways in which this indoctrination occurs. Milton's (2007) research also notes how the infl uential ideologies of nationalism and contamination operate in New Zealand to achieve the suppression of the cute response toward possums. If the message takes hold that possums are unclean and infected (the carriers of bovine tuberculosis and other diseases), this helps to disrupt the cute response. Likewise, indoctrinating kiwis to predominantly view the possum as an alien invader damaging the uniqueness of their country mitigates against any positive emotional response based on cuddly appearance. Milton states of her own analysis:
Every document I have read on possums in New Zealand mentions that they are not native to the country but were deliberately introduced by people. Many do so in the opening lines, creating the impression that it is considered one of the most important things to say about possums, as if their foreignness outweighs their other characteristics and determines their value. (p. 11) Importantly, therefore, the possum is not only an intruder to New Zealand; the possum threatens those very aspects of the country (native fl ora and fauna, agriculture) that are integral to kiwi national identity. Th is sense of attack and destruction-as well as the perceived risk of foreignness overwhelming the domestic-helps to accomplish the societal denigration of the possum in New Zealand.
Alternative Talk on Possums in New Zealand
Although negative depictions of possums prevail in New Zealand, they do not exist without competition. More positive portrayals are also evident, although these are rarer and have arguably received less publicity. Th ese alternative representations suggest that the various stake-holders pushing the kiwi imperative to despise possums still have some work to do; there are fi ssures in the scaff olding of anti-possum rhetoric in New Zealand. Th ose forums from within which possum advocacy discourse is most likely to emerge include children's stories, popular culture, animal rights domains, and art. Th e work of Dunedin-based taxidermist and artist, Singer (2007) is infl uenced by her commitment to animal advocacy. Using donated or discarded hunting trophies and stuff ed animals, Singer modifi es the original taxidermy fi gures to disrupt the conventional, taken-for-granted view of the stuff ed animal. Singer calls her art de-taxidermy:
My work goes against correct taxidermic practice by emphasizing aspects the taxidermist down played. For example, where a gun shot in the skin has been concealed I highlight the wound. By 'stripping back' the taxidermy to the underlying mount and cutting the animal out of its serene pose, I create a more realistic form. To make an animal more noticeable, I sculpt a new 'fl esh' or I might decorate the animal with jewels and funereal fl owers.
In other words, Singer (2007) re-creates the killed animal in order to accentuate the violence of an animal's death at the hands of humans or human-made technologies. She aims to disturb New Zealand hunting culture "by giving the animal back its presence, making the killed animal more confrontational, less easy to ignore" (Singer) . Some of Singer's work involves possums. Th e piece shown here (Figure 4 ) is called 1080, a reference to the poison that is used extensively around New Zealand to eradicate possums from forests and farmland.
Singer juxtaposes the stiff carcass of a possum killed by 1080 with the vividness and gaiety of red beads and jewelry. Th e positioning of the beads at the mouth, paws, and stomach of the possum symbolizes the suff ering and blood associated with death by this poison. Th e glamorous aspects of the beads contrast with the morbid positioning of the possum (note the awkward angles of her arms, paws, and claws); this is reminiscent of postures adopted by the possum during the death throes of poisoning by 1080.
Th ose features of the possum assumed to generate the cute response are still evident in Singer's 1080 and work to create a greater contrast between the innocent and endearing appearance of the possum and the fact that she has suff ered an interminable death. In a later, 2003 exhibition, the cute features of the possum are absent from Singer's art; instead, she presents the incongruent image of a skinned possum reclining with a tribute of fl owers and colorful beads growing from those parts of her body the poison has aff ected. Singer refers to this as her possum memorial work.
Singer's art draws the viewer's attention to those inconsistencies occurring in human approaches to nonhuman animals; her work disturbs any complacency about the eff ects-in terms of suff ering and pain-of hunting or poisoning nonhuman animals deemed pests. Th is is particularly eff ective as a means of challenging New Zealand attitudes to, and treatment of, the most maligned of introduced species, the possum.
Conclusion
"No one in New Zealand seems to object to the killing of possums; indeed, many people try to help out by squashing them on the roads" (Marks, 2006) . Th e way New Zealanders talk about the possum dilemma in their country points the fi nger of blame squarely-though unfairly-at these beings. Possums are positioned not only as unwanted and dangerous foreign invaders but also as unworthy of compassion and deserving of persecution; it is as if possums are responsible for the prejudice and malice they now face. Possums were primarily released in New Zealand for the purpose of commercial exploitation by humans; these marsupials happened to fi nd themselves relocated to a land that was ideal for their survival.
It is a large jump to place blame-for the consequences of their existence here-on creatures forcibly removed from their native land and brought to a diff erent country to establish a fur industry. Th e use of emotive terminologiessuch as "invasion," "attacking," "preying on," and "destroying"-convey that these animals infi ltrated New Zealand independently, willfully, and maliciously; the truth is they are as much victims of human colonization and exploitation as the native animals of Aotearoa.
Th is begs the question of why kiwis do not take a more empathetic responsibility for their own erroneous actions of the past, which, after all, were always a disservice to possums-let alone to the environment of the New Zealand islands and their indigenous inhabitants. Why does this nation persist in framing the possum as public enemy number one and environmental evil incarnate? What would happen if New Zealanders were to adopt a more compassionate attitude to the history and fate of the possum in their country? Is it perhaps that our collective guilt for "the possum problem" can be assuaged through scapegoating the very creature captured and brought here, whose inherent innocence (they are only doing what possums do) and cuteness might otherwise cause kiwis to question their own motives and behaviors?
